Year 1 Curriculum Overview
Semester One
Term One

Semester Two
Term Two

Term Three

Term Four

English
(7 hrs/wk)

Australian Animals
Exploring emotion in picture
books and how a story works.

Colour Our World
Exploring characters in stories
Poetry Oral

Fantasy
Retell cultural stories and create a
character

Maths
(5hrs/wk)

Number & Algebra
Number and place value to

2 digit numbers
Measurement & Geomtery
Time -use days and weeks

to show duration
Measurement - length

Location and direction

Statistics & Probability
Data

Chance


Number & Algebra
Number sense exploring and

representing the ‘teen’ numbers
Fractions

Money

Measurement & Geomtery
Length

Time

Capacity

Location

Statistics & Probability

Number & Algebra
Solving simple addition and

subtraction
Patterns

Working with number

Measurement & Geomtery
Two-dimensional shapes

and three-dimensional
objects
Statistics & Probability
Data

Chance


Science

Living adventure
Make links between external
features of living things and the
environment where they are
found.

Number & Algebra
Number & place value

Addition & subtraction

Numbers to 100

Fractions

Money - recognising &

describing coins
Measurement & Geomtery
Time - analogue clocks,

duration using days, wks,
mnths & hrs
Length

Statistics & Probability
Data

Chance

Material madness
Investigate and describe physical
changes that can be made to familiar
materials.

Light and sound
Explore sources of light and sound and
the senses used to observe them.

Changes around me
Compare and describe the
changes that occur in the
features of the day sky and
landscape with the night sky and
landscape.

(1hr/wk)

History

Geography
( ½ hr/wk)

The Arts

Exploring yesterday and today
Tell a narrative supported by
images contrasting the
experience of childhood from
their grandparents’ day to
present day.

Exploring this moment in time –
time capsule
Describe an event of personal
significance, referring to sources,
and using terms to describe the
passing of time.

( ½ hr/wk)

How do people use places? Use
geographical methods to
represent and communicate the
location of places.

Creating digital procedural texts

What are places like? Identify changes
in features of places, describe how to
care for places, and collect, record and
sort information.

Dance: Emotive dance Footsteps

Visual Arts: Colour, shape and line

Drama: Puppet show

Media: Poster

Health: A little independence

Health: Dimensions of health Create
a healthy plate

Health: We all belong

Health: My Safety, my
responsibility

( ½ hr/wk)
Health
( 1 hr/wk)
Technology

Design: design, make, appraise
an animal habitat

Design: design, make and appraise a
puppet

Digital: creating documents

Digital: creating documents

(1 hr/wk)

PE

Swimming – Water confidence

( ½ hr/wk)
Music

Gymfun and manipulative skills

Track and field skills

Track and field skills

Ball Skills

Swimming – Water confidence

Using rhymes, games and songs students develop their aural skills rhythmically and melodically. Students learn to improvise words and rhythms and play
musical instruments. Students start to listen for (and notate) so & mi and ta, ti-ti & za.

( ½ hr/wk)
Indigenous
Perspecitives

Country / Place

Culture

Culture

Book Week

Book Week

Introducing “Language Perfect”

Recognising new symbols in the
German alphabet.

People

(1hr/f.night)
LOTE

Revise topics covered in
prep.Logging on to a computer.

( ½ hr/wk)

Translations of basic vocab
Introducing oneself.

Share reading experiences from
“Language Nut” so that
text/vocab can be inferred.

Introduction of family memebers
Create digital text introducing
oneself.
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